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Abstract
Smart spaces need driver services to connect accessed hardware and orchestration services to realize scenarios. There
is a problem of scale in software development for smart
spaces because it is done by few. It is also problematic
that those few decide about what is supported and developed. We propose to provide users with tools for community based development of driver and orchestration services.
We analyze the requirements for a middleware framework
to allow distributed development. We present necessary extensions that promote community based development: (1)
a repository for interface definitions, (2) App Store and App
Manager, and (3) multi-dimensional ratings.
Finally we present how smart space software development
can be facilitated using our Distributed Smart Space Orchestration System (DS2OS).
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Introduction
Smart spaces have a fundamental problem: who programs
the software? The heterogeneous hardware devices that
make spaces smart need software driver services to become interoperable with middleware [18] that is used. Scenarios from areas like user convenience, security and safety,
support for elderly or disabled, or energy saving [10] require
the development of orchestration services that implement
the scenario-specific workflows.
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Today only geeks are able to make and maintain Do-ItYourself (DIY) installations [4]. Even after the hardware is
installed (by professionals or DIY), maintaining and extending the software of a smart space remain difficult. Skills and
enthusiasm at the user’s side often exist [4, 14, 13], but the
support for developers by middleware frameworks is weak
or missing.

After introducing three current middleware designs for smart
spaces we identify requirements for community based software development for smart spaces. We present three core
concepts that enable the user community to develop and
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printers) appear local. We take this design
to its logical
Middleware
helps realizing software orchestration by proextreme, making all network devices appear local, while
viding an abstract interface to the hardware (see Fig. 1),
tackling other challenges of the home environment.

HomeOS architecture

To take users into the development loop, programming
must be easy. Common middleware facilitates software
development process by introducing consistent interfaces
on top of heterogeneous hardware devices, and by offering
common functionality for services which thereby does not
have to be reprogrammed for each service, as it is the case
for access control for instance.
Subsequently, three middleware designs are presented with
focus on the abstraction they use, the support they provide
for developers, and how devices are integrated into the platform. Device integration is especially important as devices
that can be used for software orchestration define the possibilities of the system, because devices are the interface
between the software and the physical world.
Microsoft – HomeOS
At Microsoft HomeOS is designed [7, 6]. Orchestration
services run on a central computer using local device drivers
as interfaces to distributed devices.

Topology

Middleware for Smart Spaces

Smart spaces should be orchestrated via software [7, 5, 15,
3, 18]. Software based orchestration allows flexible shared
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combined with discovery mechanisms allow decoupling software from specific hardware devices. Device functionality
(e.g. is-a lamp) can be programmed and found based on abstract interfaces instead of concrete device addresses. This
is an important step towards distributed software development, enabling services to be developed in one smart space
and run in other smart spaces (portability).

and by facilitating software development.
Abstract interfaces to the functionality of the hardware

HomeOS uses a layered architecture (Figure 1) to bri-

dle the complexity of the home environment and address
the challenges mentioned in the previous section. Below, we describe each of the four layers in detail, but
briefly, the key elements of our approach are: (i) pro-

The HomeOS middleware uses so-called roles as abstraction. A role is a collection of method signatures. Roles
are intended for device drivers [6]. To implement a certain
role, a device driver has to offer the methods specified in
its role (see Device Functionality Layer in Fig. 2).
The system offers functionality to control and mediate access to devices and to add and remove Applications and
devices. Services are implemented as .net programs.

building requires all authors to have a deep understanding of
each building’s design and requires all applications to be updated if a change is made or error corrected in the building
model. Moreover, creating an easy to use interface once benefits all applications and lowers the bar for new development.
We make the following contributions: (1) we propose a
fuzzy query API and graph representation of building metadata (2) we construct a hierarchical driver model for building
components, minimizing building specific code and (3) we
evaluate BAS by implementing two control applications, executed on two real buildings on campus, first using only the
existing building control protocol and then again using BAS.

develops
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While having access to building sensor and actuator
points is sufficient for implementing applications, point
names and functionality are very building-specific, thus programming at this level leads to non-portable code. The BAS
driver layer abstracts groups of points into functional objects
with standardized methods. Each driver type must expose
at least a minimum predefined interface. For example, fan
drivers expose “get speed” and “set speed” methods. These
methods apply to many different fan designs, e.g. variable
speed, 3-speed, or on/off fans. Drivers can be built up hierarchically so that common functionality is implemented once,
as shown in Figure 4.
The objects exposed by drivers correspond to physical
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Figure 4: DS2OS [17]

(API) as abstraction on top of the heterogeneous device
protocols of the sensors and actuators.

TU 73München – Virtual State Layer (VSL)
The Virtual State Layer (VSL) is developed at the Technische Universität München [17]. The VSL is the middleware of the Distributed Smart Space Orchestration System
(DS2OS). DS2OS realizes a distributed Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) for smart spaces.
1 http://code.google.com/p/smap-data/

While the other middleware designs use collections of method
signatures as abstract interface the VSL uses hierarchically
structured tuples. The VSL tuples are basically key-value
pairs that form a tree. The tree representations of the abstract interfaces of services are called models.
VSL offers functionality for communication, access control,
transactions, and persistence. Information tuples are stored
within VSL independent of the connected services or devices. The VSL is not only the information broker between
services but an active component in DS2OS with the persistence it offers.
The communication of VSL is not based on remote procedure calls but on a distributed tuple space [8] (see Fig.
4). This allows to use a fixed set of methods on variable data while the other middleware designs have variable
methods and variable data.
Unlike other frameworks DS2OS does not differentiate between driver and orchestration services. Both are regular
services. Driver functionality is divided into a part that is
is directly interfacing a device’s protocol, and a part that
provides higher level abstractions. Different to the other
designs, the information between the different driver stages
is brokered over the middleware. This gives additional flexibility and enables distributed development of driver components.

Requirements for Community Based Development of Services for Smart Spaces
To allow community based development services must be
portable. Portability leads to the following requirements on
a middleware design:
• Abstract interfaces on top of the hardware to allow portability of services.
The roles, classes, and models of the presented middleware designs fulfill this property.

• Published description of service interfaces to allow the discovery and (re)use of services.
This is possible for all named middleware designs.
• Support of dynamic binding / lose coupling of services by the middleware to allow the provisioning of
services at runtime.
This feature often comes with the availability of abstract interfaces and the support to discover functionality as such features automatically decouple the
different software components of a system.

extended to provide not only information for end users
but also the proposed interface definitions (roles) for developers. BAS [12] does not mention a global repository.
DS2OS has a global Model Repository for interface definitions, which serves the described purpose.

All presented middleware designs fulfill the requirements for
community based service development.

The success of the App Store first for smartphones and then
also for PCs shows that it helps to have a convenient and
centralized distribution channel for software.

Necessary Extensions for Community Based
Development
To promote the community based development of smart
space software, the following extensions to the presented
frameworks are necessary.
A Repository for Interface Definitions
To allow distributed development of components and to
promote convergence, it is essential to share the abstract
interface definitions (roles / classes / models).
Only known abstractions can be used by programmers. Especially with the high heterogeneity of smart devices it is
unlikely that a programmer of a software will possess all
devices she develops software for on the one hand.
On the other hand, driver service developers can only reuse
the abstract interfaces they know for the device types they
want to support.
Therefore it is highly beneficial to create a global repository that contains the abstract interface definitions of the
services available for smart spaces.
HomeOS has a HomeStore [6] that provides services and
meta data about dependencies to end users. It could be

A Global App Store and a Local App Manager
People enjoy developing software [14, 19] and like sharing
it. The open-source movement [13] and the App economy
[1, 16, 20] are successful examples for community based
software development.

To allow the sharing of software services, a global software repository (App Store) is most suitable. It should
provide developers with functionality to (1) share their software, (2) distribute updates, (3) get social fame, (4) earn
money, (5) receive feedback, and (6) run tests.
Developers can offer, manage, and update their software
over an App Store, which provides a channel to the customers. During development the App Store can be used
for controlled beta tests. At normal operation of a service
the App Store can be used for automatic deployment of
updates and as feedback channel for receiving encouraging comments, fame, and money [16].
End users benefit from an App Store by having a broad
base of software services (e.g. device drivers, orchestration
services) at hand. With the presented sharing mechanism,
skilled users can contribute the extensions they developed
for their smart spaces to the community. This allows users
that are unable or unwilling to develop software components
for smart spaces to benefit by using the software from the
community App Store.

Sharing services results in a big amount of Application
scenarios and supported devices in short time. This attracts users and new developers (see App economy for
smart phones [1, 16, 20]). With community based development of driver services the proposed approach solves the
scalability problem of the high number of heterogeneous
hardware devices available and already deployed.

formed leading to a continuous evaluation of the runtime
behavior of services. The Approach is suitable to identify
bugs quickly. To our knowledge such a mechanism does
not exist in a fully automated way today. Finally the local
App Manager allows remote management, e.g. if some
family members (e.g. children) are more experienced and
want to support the others (e.g. parents).

To deploy and manage the software in a smart space
instance, a local App Manager is needed. It facilitates
the installation of software services (e.g. by automating
it) and allows automated updates (e.g. of device drivers).
The local counterparts of an App Store in the smartphone
ecosystem, in operating systems, or in software itself exemplify how a local App Manager works with features like
automatic update checks and installations. Different to
the smartphone domain, the heterogeneity of smart spaces
brings the additional requirement that an App Manager
for smart spaces must check dependencies on required resources (including available hardware devices for sensing
and actuating) before installing software.

Different to the other middleware designs, DS2OS drivers
are regular services allowing developers to benefit from the
full set of DS2OS features. The approach allows the App
Store and the local App Manager to handle drivers like any
other service. The service manager can provision drivers
without user intervention if devices within a space can be
discovered with protocol mechanisms and drivers are available from the App Store.

The HomeStore of HomeOS [7, 6] distributes software. To
communicate the dependencies, each service brings a manifest describing which roles must be present inside a space
to run the service. HomeStore also suggests hardware to
users which they need in order to run a service and have a
certain functionality in their space. BAS does not describe
the functionality of a software repository. For DS2OS we
are currently developing a local App Manager and an App
Store as described, including automated provisioning of services (e.g. device driver services), see 5g in Fig. 4.
The local App Manager of DS2OS takes care of automated
updates of the local services. It collects the runtime
behavior (e.g. errors) of a service and reports this information in a privacy conform way to the App Store. From
there other potential users and the developers can be in-

With the drivers being regular services and the automated
provisioning via the local App Manager users automatically
and immediately benefit from drivers that others developed.
For DS2OS we implemented a scenario to show that this
is feasible using managed network devices communicating
over SNMP. Especially in fully automated processes quality
assurance is important. A solution for community based
quality assurance is introduced next.
Multi-Dimensional Ratings
A fundamental problem of smart spaces today is the heterogeneity in the hardware and the resulting heterogeneity
in the software interfaces and the protocols involved. As
described at the end of the App Store section an important task is to develop device driver services. As mentioned
in the middleware section, such drivers offer an abstract
interface to a device family (e.g. lamps).
When distributing the software development it is natural
that without arbitration, diversity will emerge. If each device driver service for a member of a device family offers

a different abstract interface, the heterogeneity problem is
only shifted to a higher level of abstraction, preventing service portability again. The necessity for convergence Applies to services that offer abstract information as well. The
DS2OS architecture makes use of such services to modularize services and to extend the functionality offered by the
framework which requires to converge their interfaces too.
To promote convergence in the abstract service interfaces
and to assure good service quality, we propose a community based rating process for the interface repository and the
App Store. Our proposal is based on explicit and implicit
ratings of abstract interfaces and service implementations.
Our proposal scales better and is more democratic than Apples individual App software checks2 as it is not company
controlled but based on the user community. At the same
time our proposal uses more channels and thereby evaluation criteria than Google’s approach3 with automated tests.
Both can be added to our proposed architecture.
We introduce different ratings for abstractions in the interface repository, and for services in the App Store. Explicit
(subjective) feedback is collected from the community in
form of numeric ratings (e.g. 1=worst..5=best). Implicit
(more objective) feedback is generated by correlating data
from the interface repository with the App Store and by
collecting anonymous feedback from local App Managers.
We introduce the following ratings for models:
(1) The use of abstractions available in the interface
repository is automatically correlated with the software in
the App Store to identify the objective popularity of an
abstraction. The popularity depends on the number of services using the abstraction and the popularity of those services. Knowing the popularity of an abstract interface helps

2 http://store.apple.com/
3 http://play.google.com/

developers to use popular abstractions, as they are supposed to have the biggest device installation base making
new services more attractive. In turn developers of device
drivers can use the abstractions that are currently most often used by orchestration services, making their new driver
more attractive. (2) Developers can manually rate the subjective popularity of abstractions based on the usability
and the quality of the abstract interfaces.
The knowledge of the popularity of a model leads to natural
selection. Developers will support more popular models as
they seem to be better and as they are spread wider. Driver
developers will use the more popular models as they want
to be compatible with the popular services. This automatic
feedback loop leads to convergence of models.
For services we introduce the following metrics:
(3) The recent amount of downloads of a service from
the App Store is monitored. (4) The amount of currently
running copies of a service is monitored via anonymous
feedback from the local App Managers. (5) The amount
of service crashes and the relative uptime of services
are monitored via anonymous feedback from the local App
Managers. (6) End users can manually rate services.
The knowledge of the popularity of a service leads to natural
selection. The metrics (3-6) will be used as quality indicator
by people browsing the App store for interesting services.
The error metric (5) helps users to identify stable services
and developers to improve their services.
All proposed metrics must be publicly available (e.g. via
pages of the App store and the model store). This way a
natural selection of models and services will happen.

Support of DS2OS for Developing Software
for Smart Spaces
DS2OS is designed to facilitate development of software
for smart spaces. The interaction paradigm of the VSL

middleware as tuple space with a fixed set of methods
and variable data facilitates the creation of services significantly as it separates data from functionality [9]. The
separation reduces complexity and makes the system better
extensible. Fixed methods can be learned and memorized
better than the method based interfaces often used by other
middleware designs. Additionally the fixed method set can
easily be transferred into symbols for visual programming.
A visual programming interface facilitates programming and
enables it for beginners [11].
The abstract interface of a DS2OS service is a tree of nodes
that is called model. Thus the abstract interface of a
DS2OS device driver service describes the properties of
the physical device it connects to the middleware. Creating a list of properties as abstract interface is more at hand
than creating method signatures.
The model repository is the ontology [2] of a DS2OS
space. Thus tools for context modeling can be used to create the abstract interface definitions. Especially for beginning programmers such an abstraction is closer to reality
than method signatures.
Models can inherit from other models. This allows to extend models easily (e.g. by creating a model “specialLamp”
that is based on the basic “lamp”) and helps to converge
models. An extended model offers the nodes (interface) of
the model it extends and contains the type of the original
model for the discovery of the included parent functionality.
Creating a new model that is based on an existing model
facilitates the creation of abstract interfaces.
Additional to access control, transactions, publish-subscribe
mechanisms, and communication the VSL offers persistence for software developers. In combination with the
fixed set of methods and the ontology abstraction software

developers can entirely focus on the logic they want to realize in their orchestration services [9].
Handling all services equally allows the reuse of services
for other services. This helps to modularize functionality
and to chain services for raising the level of abstraction
(e.g. a service could deduce that it is day and offering
that information for all services in a space). As all services
are equal, the functionality software programmers can build
upon can easily be extended.

Conclusions
We presented DS2OS, an architecture for community based
software development for smart spaces. The paper identified general requirements on smart space orchestration
frameworks to enable community based development. Three
extensions to promote community based development were
presented: (1) a repository for interface definitions, (2) App
Store and App Manager, and (3) multi-dimensional ratings.
We showed how DS2OS exceeds the developer support of
other orchestration frameworks for smart spaces.
We are currently running a study on the developer friendliness of DS2OS. The extensions that we propose in this
paper are currently getting implemented.
Encouraged by recent surveys [4, 14] we believe that realizing our proposal at large scale will lead to community
based software service development for smart spaces. The
proposed features allow non developers to benefit. We believe that the critical mass of developers already exists and
that only the proposed infrastructure is missing today.
Community based development may automatically solve the
scaling problem of driver development for the plethora of
smart devices and their protocols. At the same time it
empowers the community to choose the devices that should
be supported and to define which orchestration services are
considered interesting.

The resulting availability of smart spaces in more households, orchestration services that realize attractive scenarios, and driver services that bring added value to the existing hardware may raise customer interests in smart space
technology possibly opening a huge market [4, 7, 14].
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